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Those who possess access to a public library possess the key
to cultural, recreational, and educational progress.1 Advancement
of public library service for the Southern Negro has been very slow.
There is evidence of some form of library service in the United
States as early as the colonia.l date of 1629, but it wa.s not until
after 1t76 and the formation of the American Library Association
2
that these libraries began to shoi conspicuous growth. Public
library service for Negroes in Macon, Georgia and vicinity, had its
real beginning in l53 and is yec in its infancy.
Purpose and Scope
The Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library was designed to serve
the city of Macon as well as Bibb, Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson
Counties, The purposes of this study are to introduce this community,
trace the history of the library, and evaluate its present status
from the standpoint of government and administration, personnel, ser
1Louis R. Wilson, County Library Service in the South (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1935), p. 84.
2Mildred 0. Peterson, “Libraries, Encyclopedia Britannica,
1956 ed., Vol. XIV, p. 23.
1
2
vices, materials, and physical features. Comparisons of the findings
concerning this library were made with public library standards as
suggested by the American Library A.ssociation.
Methodology
The writer sought permission to use the files and records of
the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library which are pertinent to its his
tory, growth, development, and services. Interviews with the librarian
of the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library and the chairman of the Board
of Trustees were held.
Through histories, encyclopedias, travel guides, and the United
State Bureau of Census publications a picture of the community was
presented. Visits to the library were made at which times: equipment
was itemized; the shelf—list was used to classify materials numeri
cally by subject matter and level, adult and juvenile; the regis
tration file was used to ascertain the distribution of borrowers with
respect to age level, occupation, and distance of residence from the
library; and the circulation reports were used to determine borrowers’
interests with respect to subject areas. Physical features of the
library were also observed during these occasions. Existing conditions
of the library were then compared with the standards recommended by
American Library Association’s Public Library Service)
‘American Library Association, Co-ordinating Committee on
Revision of Public Library Standards, Public Library Service
(Chicago: American Library Association, 1956).
‘1
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Areas Served by the Macon Library System
The region served by the Macon public library system is lo
cated in central Georgia. It covers an area of 1,476 square miles1
including four counties: Bibb, Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson. The
region although agricultural, has some industries: pulpwood, textiles,
kaolin, brick and tile, and food processing and packing. Its major
farm products are peaches, corn, piniiento peppers, cotton, and pea-2nuts.
Two daily newspapers are published in this area, he Macon
Telegraph and The Macon News. The weekly papers are: The Macon Mirror,
Jones County News, Twiggs County New Era, Wilkinson County News, and
the Bulletin which is also published in Wilkinson County.3
Bibb County
Bibb County occupies 251 square miles in central Georgia, and
has a population of 114,079, of which 40,862 or 35.8 per cent are
non-white’5
1Edward S. Sell, Georgraphy of Georgia (Oklahoma City: Harlow
Publishing Corporation, 1950), pp. 117-124.
N. W. Ayer and Son, Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals(Philadelphia: N W. Ayer and Son, ilnc., 1959), pp. 214-217.
4U. S. Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth Census of the United
States: 1950. Characteristics of the Population, Part II (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1952), p. 37.
5me non-white population is almost entirely Negro, hencereference to the Negro population taken from the United States Census
will be made in this manner.
4
Education.-- Public educational facilities are bi-racial and
for white pupils they consist of 23 elementary schools, of which
11 are on the list of Georgia Accredited Elementary Schools. There
are also two state accredited junior high schools, one for boys and
one for girls, two high schools, one for boys and one for girls, and
both are on the list of high schools approved by the Southern
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges; one coeducational
four-year high school, one special school, and one vocational school.
Facilities available to Negroes consist of 12 elementary schools of
which only two are on the list of Georgia Accredited Elementary Schools;
and two four-year high schools, of which one is state accredited and
is also found on the list of the Southern Association of Secondary
Schools and Colleges. There is also in the county the Georgia Acad
emy for the Blind, operated by the state, which has a division for
white pupils and one for Negro pupils. There are three private schools
in Bibb County, two for white pupils and one for Negro pupils.1
The median school grade completed in Bibb County by male
persons, 25 years of age and over is the eight, and for the female
population 8.5. For the non-white population, the median grade level
completed is 5.3. The total group is represented by 62,770 persons
of which 21,215 or 34 per cent are non-white. Four per cent or 2,530
of these persons have had no schooling and 1,895 or 75 per cent of
these persons are non—white. Only five per cent or 3,315 of the
‘Georgia Department of Education, Georgia Educational Directory,
1957-58 (Atlanta: Department of Education, 1958), passim. 52—144.
5
county’s adult population are college graduates and 270 or eight per
cent are non-white.1 Table 1 shows the distribution of the adult
population with respect to the educational level,
Industry and employment.-— Economically speaking Bibb County
is important as a retailing and distributing center for central
Georgia, It is a major agricultural center in the South; and the
home of 176 small manufacturing and processing plants, most of which
employ less than 25 persons. The county also has some government
installations in and surrounding it.
Manufacturing and wholesale and retail industries and operat
ional occupations share first place among the ranks of the labor force.
These groups are represented by 19,518 or 43 per cent of the industrial
workers of which 6,804 or 40 per cent are non-white and 9,509 or 21
per cent of the occupational workers, of which 3,774 or 23 per cent
are non-white. Private household work is the major occupational work
among women, and 96 per cent of the workers are non-white. The occu
pational group engaging the smallest number of women is the family
farm worker which numbers 14. Farm workers are represented by only
one per cent of the working population. Miners consist of the
smallest industrial group, represented by 252 or one per cent of the
industrial population and two fifths of these are non-white. Crafts
men, foremen, and sales workers are very scarce among the non-whites.
l, s•, Bureau of the Census, op. cit., passim. 54-155.
2Se1l, op. cit., 114.
6
In these areas only one per cent in each are non-white.1 Tables 2 and
3 show the distribution of the labor force by type of industry and
occupation in Bibb County with respect to color and sex.
Income and housing.—- The median income for families and
individuals in Bibb County is $2,111. For non-white families and
individuals the median income is $1,237.2
There are 32,939 dwelling units in Bibb County of which
14,263 or 43.3 per cent of those occupied are owned. Thirty-four and
two-tenths per cent or 10,945 are occupied by non-whites and of
these 3,294 or 16.5 per cent are owner occupied. Of the total dwellings
47.6 per cent are equipped with hot running water and private baths,
and toilets that are not dilapidated. However, 7.6 per cent have no
facilities for running water. Among non-whites, 11.6 per cent of the
dwellings have hot running water, private baths, and private toilets
and 17.5 per cent of those of the non-whites have no running water.
The median rent for non—white dwelling units is $8.19 per month
and the median rent for all dwellings units, in non—farm areas is
$19.45. The value of a single dwelling for the non—whites is $1,922,
and for all units it is $5,007 in non-farm areas of the county. The
median number of inhabitants per house is 3.1 for the whole county;
for non-whites, three.
Recreational facilities.-— Among agencies geared to the







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































development of social and cultural living habits are the Y.W.C.A.,
Y.M.C.A., Boys’ Club, the Scouts, and other youth centers. Of these
agencies, the Booker T. Washington Center offers favorable social
and cultural activities for Negro youth. The Boys’ Club, Y.W.C.A.,
and the Y.M.C.A., offer no activities for Negroes. The Ocmulgee
National Park and the 500 acre park system of Macon,1 the county seat,
add to the cultural and recreational facilities of the area.
Jones County
Jones County occupies 402 square miles in central Georgia.
It has a population of 7,538 of which 55 per cent are non-white.2
Education. -— Public educational facilities are bi-racial and
for white pupils there are three elementary schools, one is on the
list of the Georgia Accredited Elementary Schools and one high school
is state accredited. Facilities for Negroes consist of two elemen
tary schools and one high school which are state accredited.
The median grade completed in Jones County is 7.5 for the
female population and 5.5 for the male population 25 years of age and
over. For the non-white population the median grade level completed
is 5.3. This group is composed of 3,640 of which 1,710 or 47 per
cent are non—white. Three hundred or eight per cent of the total
“Macon”, Enclopedia Britannica, 1956 ed., Vol. XIV, p. 201.
2
U. S., Bureau of the Census, op. cit., p. 37.
3Georgia, Department of Education, op. cit., pp. 80, 133.
11
adult population, 25 years old and over, have had no schooling and
245 or 82 per cent of these persons are non-white. Only 95 or three
per cent of this adult population are college graduates and 15 or 16
1
per cent are non-white. Table 4 shows the distrLbutlon of the adult
population with respect to educational level.
Industry and employment.-- Leading among occupations and in
dustries in Jones County are agriculture, forestry, fishing, manufact
uring, and operational work. This group is represented by 558 or 22
per cent of the occupational workers, of which 255 or 46 per cent are
non-white and 1,498 or 60 per cent of the industrial workers, of which
960 or 464 per cent are non-white. A relatively few people in the
working force are in the entertainment and recreational fields. Among
the non-whites, clerical occupations and finance, insurance, and real
estate industries are also among the least represented.
2
Tables 5
and 6 show the distribution of the labor force by type of occupation
and industry in Jones County with respect to color and sex.
Income and housing.-- The median income for families and in
dividuals in Jones County in 1949 was $1,229. For non—white families
and individuals the median income was $831.
There are 2,075 dwelling units in Jones County, of which 822
or 39.6 per cent are owner occupied. Eight hundred eighty-four or
42.6 per cent are occupied by non-whites and of these 255 or 28.8 per
1U. S., Bureau of the Census, op. cit., pp. 120, 149.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































cent are owned. Of the total, 18 per cent are furnished with hot run
ning ater and private baths and toilets that are not dilapidated and
28.5 per cent have no running water. Among the non—whites 1.6 per cent
are equipped with hot running water and private baths and toilets,
whereas, 90.8 per cent are without all facilities involving running
water.
The median rent for non—white dwelling units in Jones County
is $4.85 per month and for all dwelling units in non-farm areas, it
is $7.16 per month. The median value of a single dwelling unit is,
for the total population, $2,539 and for the non-whites it is $1,200.
The median number of inhabitants living per house is 3.9 for the county
and for non—whites.3.5.’
Recreational facilities.-- There are no known reports or
records of agencies designed for the major purpose of social and
cultural development for the people of Jones County.
Twiggs County
Twiggs County is located in Central Georgia and has an area
of 365 square miles. It has a population of 8,308 of which 5,144 or
61.9 per cent are non-white.2




The Negro pupils are provided with two elementary schools, one is
state accredited, and one consolidated school includes the first
through the twelfth grades. For white pupils there are three elemen
tary schools and one consolidated school which are state accredited.1
The median school grade completed in Twiggs County by male
persons, 25 years of age and over, is five and for females it is 6.2.
For the non-white population the median school grade completed is 4.2.
This total group is represented by 3,655 persons of which 1,965 or 53.7
per cent are non-white. There are 1,270 persons among this group with
not more than four years of formal education and 71 per cent of these
are non-white Three per cent or 105 of this adult population are
college graduates. Only five non-whites, which is less than one per
cent of the non-white adult population, are college graduates.2
Table 7 shows the distribution of the population, 25 years of age and
older, with regard to educational level.
Industry and employment.-- Leading the industries in Twiggs
County are agriculture, forestry, and fishing. There are 1,106 persons
or 40 per cent of the county’s industrial population engaged in these
fields and 70 per cent or 777 of these persons are non-white. Enter
tainment and recreation services, finance, insurance and real estate
are engaged in by less than one per cent of the industrial workers
and there are no non-whites reported in these fields.3 Tables 8 and
1Georgia Department of Education, op. cit., 97, 140.
S., Bureau of the Census, op. cit., pp. 123, 153.
3lbid., 142, 153.
17
9 show the industrial and occupational participation of 1”iiggs County’s
labor force.
Income and housing.-- The median income for families and indi
viduals in Tiggs County is $1,197. For non-white families and indi
viduals the median income is $856.
There are 2,157 dwelling units in this county of which 568 or
24.3 are owned. Forty-seven and eight-tenths per cent or 1,051 are
occupied by non—whites and of these, 16,6 par cent or 176 are owner
occupied. Of the total, 8.2 per cent are equipped with hot running
water and private baths and toilets that are rt dilapidated. A larger
per cent, 34.7, have no facilities involving running water. Among
the non-whites, 1.9 per cent have hot running water and private baths
and toilets and 35.6 per cent have no running water.
The median rent for non-white dwelling units in the county is
$6.20 per month and the median rent for all dwelling units in non-
farm areas is $8.33. The value of a single dwelling unit for the
total population in $3,110. The value of dwelling units for non
whites is not shown in the 1950 census due to the very low base found
The median number of inhabitants living per house is for the non-whites
4.2 and for the total dwelling units is 3.8.1
Recreational facilities.-- As was earlier reported about Jones
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Wilkinson County, an area of 458 square miles, is in central
Georgia. Its population of 9,781 is 48.5 per cent non—white.’
Education.-- The public educational facilities are bi-racial.
The Negro pupils are provided with two elementary schools and one
consolidated school, and none is state accredited. Facilities for
white pupils consist of two elementary schools and one consolidated
2
school, which are state accredited.
The median school grade completed by the county’s adult pop
ulation, 25 years of age or over, is for the male population 5.7 and
for the female population 7.1. The median school grade completed by
non-whites is 3.8. There are 425 or eight per cent without any
formal education and 83 per cent or 355 are non-whites and 1,505 or
29 per cent have completed four years or lesS in school. Seventy-one
per cent or 1,065 of these persons are non-white (see Table 10).
Only 105 or two per cent have completed college. There are no
college graduates shown for non-whites in the 1950 census according
to the sampling method that was used by the Census which involved
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2Georgia, Department of Education, op. cit., pp. 102, 142.
3U. S., Bureau of the Census, op. cit., pp. 124, 125.
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Industry and employment.-- Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
rank first place among the industries of Wilkinson County. There are
950 persons engaged in these fields which is 28 per cent of the indus
trial workers. Of this group 48 per cent are non-white. Less than
one per cent of the industrial workers are engaged in entertainment
and recreational services. There are few non-whites in the areas
of real estate, finance, and insurance.1 Tables 11 and 12 show the
distribution of the labor force by type of industry and occupation
with respect to sex and color.
Income and housing.-- The median income for families and in
dividuals in Wilkinson County in 1949 was $1,432. For non-white fami
lies and individuals the median income was $1,132.
There are 2,921 dwelling units in this county. Of these,
1,135 or 38.8 per cent are occupied by non-whites of which 24.3 per
cent are owner occupied. Of the total dwelling units, 28.1 per cent
are owned. Of the total number of dwellings, 13.2 are equipped with
hot running water and private baths and toilets that are not dilap
idated. On the other hand, 30.2 per cent have no running water. Of
the dwelling units for the non-whites, only one-tenth of one per cent
are equipped with running water and private baths and toilets while
14.4 per cent are without running water.
The median rent for non-white units in the county is $3.37
1lbid., pp. 144, 154.
21b id.
TABLE 10
EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF WILKINSON COUNTY*
Adult Population: 25 Years of Age and Over
Grade Completed
Total Non-white
Male Female Total Percent Total Percent Percent of Total
No school years completed 260 165 425 8.33 355 15.99 83
Elementary: 1-4 years 875 630 1,505 29.51 1,065 47.97 71
5-6 years 450 435 885 17.35 410 18.47 46
7 years 300 300 600 11.76 145 6.53 24
8 years 180 210 390 7.65 75 3.38 19
High school: 1-3 years 280 365 645 12.65 125 5.63 19
4 years 135 190 325 6.37 20 .90 16
College: 1-3 years 30 155 185 3.63 15 .68 8
4 years 55 50 105 2.06 ... ...
School years not reported 30 5 35 .69 10 .45 29
Total 2,595 2,505 5,100 100.00 2,220 100.00 xxx
* Ibid., pp. 124, 154.
TABLE 11
INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPATION IN WILKINSON COUNTY*
Total Non-white
Industrial Groups
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Per Cent of Total
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 950 27.50 470 28.21 48
Mining 640 18.53 336 20.17 53
Construction 91 2.63 29 1.74 32
Manufacturing 805 23.31 471 28.27 59
Transportation and other public
utilities 93 2.69 22 1.32 24
Wholesale and resale trade and
eating and drinking places 290 8.40 49 2.94 17
Finance, insurance, and real estate 19 .55 ...
Business and repair services 32 .93 6 .36 19
Personal services, hotel lodging,
and kindred 257 7.44 233 13.99 91
Entertainment and recreation service 12 .35 3 .18 25
Public administration 82 2.37 38 2.28 46
Industry not reported 23 .67 1 .06 4
Professional and related services 160 4.63 8 .48 5
Total 3,454 100.00 1,666 100.00 xxx
* Ibid., pp. 144, 154.
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONS IN WILKINSON COUNTY*
Total Non-white
Occupational Group
Male Female Total Per Cent Male Female Total Per Cent Per Cent
of Total
Professional, kindred, and
technical 62 87 153 4.43 7 21 28 1.67 18.30
Farmers and farm managers 462 20 482 13.95 147 11 158 9.44 32.78
Managers, officials, and
proprietors (except farm) 183 43 226 6.54 10 11 21 1.25 9.29
Clerical and kindred 45 67 112 3.24 2 1 3 .18 2.67
Operational and kindred 897 78 975 28.23 591 37 628 37.51 64.51
Private household 4 200 204 5.91 3 196 199 11.89 97.54
Service workers (except
household) 48 58 106 3.07 11 35 46 2.75 43.39
Farm laborers (unpaid famil:
workers) 106 50 156 4.52 50 38 88 5.26 56.41
Sales workers 50 57 107 3.10 8 4 12 .72 11.21
Craftsmen, foremen, and
kindred 308 3 311 9.00 36 2 38 2.27 12.21
Laborers (except farm
and mine) 274 16 290 8.40 204 15 219 13.08 75.51
Farm laborers (except unpai
and foremen 253 54 307 8.89 172 52 224 13.38 72.96
Occupations not reported 12 13 25 .72 7 3 10 .60 40.00
Total 2,708 746 3,454 100.00 1,248 426 1,674 100.00 xxx
* Ibid., pp. 144, 154.
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per month; whereas, the median rent for all dwelling units in non-
farm areas is $7.57 per month. The median value of a single dwelling
unit for the non-white population is $1,136 and for the total popu
lation, in non-farm areas, it is $3,012. The median number of in
habitants living per house is 3.3 for the total population and for
the non-white population, 3~5~l
Recreational facilities.-- As was previously stated of Jones
and Twiggs counties, there are no known records of agencies existing
in Wilkinson County for the purpose of social and cultural development.
Summary
The Macon library system serves a region in Central Georgia
including Bibb, Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson counties. These counties
are physically, economically, and socially related.
Public educational facilities are bi-racial, possessing
accredited and non-accre~ited schools. Of the 30 schools provided
by Bibb County for whites 40.7 per cent are accredited, and of the
14 provided for Negroes 21.4 per cent are accredited. Also in this
county are the state operated schools for the blind and private schools.
In Jones County two of the four schools provided for whites are
accredited and the three schools for Negroes are accredited. Twiggs
County provides for whites four schools, and one is accredited. For
Negroes, there are three schools and one is accredited. Of the
1lbid.
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Wilkinson County schools, the three white ones are accredited, and
the three schools for Negroes are non-accredited. The average median
grade completed by the adult population in this four-county region
is 7.3 for the female and 6.1 for the male. The average median grade
completed by Negroes is 4.7.
Economically speaking this region represents a major dgri
cu1tura~L center in the South. Also located here are some small manu
facturing and processing plants (mainly in Bibb County), and govern
ment installations. Persons participating in operatives and similar
work represent about 20 per cent of the occupational workers from all
four counties. Forestry and fishing also rank high among industries
and occupations of the area.
The median income for families and individuals in this area
is 1,492.25 and for non-whites it is $764. Due to low incomes and
many public welfare cases, niedian home rentals are very low, averaging
$10.63 per month in non-farm areas and $5.65 per month for non-whites.
Home dwelling values are also low. Facilities and conditions of these
homes are for the most part poor. Many homes are without baths and
flush toilets, and often those possessing them are shared by two or
more families. An average of 21.8 per cent of the homes in this region
have private baths and flush toilets and only 3.8 per cent of the
homes of non-whites are so equipped. Twenty-nine and three tenths
per cent of the dwellings have no facilities involving running water
and 39.6 per cent of the non-white homes are without these facilities.
Of the four counties the only one possessing known reported
recreational and cultural facilities is Bibb. Since the counties are
28
adjoining some of the citizens of Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson counties
have found it convenient and advantageous to make use of these facil
ities provided in Bibb County.
CHAPTER II
THE AMELIA HUTCHINGS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Legal Basis of Its Existence
The Georgia State Library Commission originated in 1898 and
this date is accepted as the beginning of public libraries in Georgia.1
The 1933 Georgia Code authorizes municipalities to establish and main
tain for its citizens public library service, with funds raised by
taxation or obtained from donations or bequests. In 1939 this code
was supplemented, giving other political subdivisions the same right.
These political subdivisions were further permitted to enter into co
operative agreement with municipalities within the same county or




The beginning of public library service in Macon was in
April, 1922 when the donation of a building and ground was made by
1Morton E. Co~lter, Georgia: A Short History (Chapel Hill,
University of North Carolina Press, 1947), p. 427.
2James C. Foutts (ed.), American Library Laws (Chicago:
American Library Association, 1943), pp. 275—277.
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Nrs. Ellen Washington Bellamy as a memorial to her brother, Hugh
Vernon Bellamy. Before this building (an investment of $85,000)
could be opened to the public, $14,000 was needed for the installation
of lights, shelves, and plumbing.’ The Library Council, then con
nected with the S. B. Price Library, a private enterprise, was ap
pointed by the mayor ot steer the raising of this amount. This ob
jective was accomplished by soliciting voluntary contributions.
In 1923 the Washington Memorial Library was opened to the
white Macon public, and two years later library membership privileges
were extended to all white residents of Bibb County. In 1926, as a
gift to the children, the Macon Lions Club equipped with furniture
and books an unused room on the ground floor. In May, 1936 the East
Macon Branch was established and in July, 1937 rural service by
automobile was installed, and in 1939 the Bibb County Commission
purchased a bookmobile. In May, 1949 the Washington Memorial
Library became headquarters for the Bibb-Twiggs Regional Library,
now located in another building and known as the Middle Georgia
Regional Library, serving Bibb, Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson counties.
Until 1950 the development of public library service in
Macon was of little or no benefit to the Negro citizens. In 1928 a
branch for Negores was established on Cotton Avenue, housed in a
room about 12 by 15 feet and containing a table and about 10 chairs.2
1~Macon Telegraph, April 16, 1922.
2Elizabeth Powers, “Library Outline” (Macon: Middle Georgia
Regional Library, n. d.). (Mimeographed)
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The book collection numbered less than 500. An increase of the col
lection was almost at a standstill because book losses were almost
as high as and sometimes exceeded acquisitions. This branch,
having a part-time attendant, offered daily service from one until
five o’clock in the afternoon. In 1936 this branch was moved to
New Street with the amount of space being abuut the same. With no
improvement in the collection or service the branch was moved in
1942 to the Booker T. Washington Recreational Center where it was
housed in a room along with tennis tables, a couple of game tables,
two sofas, and about 10 chairs. This poor substitute for library
service ceased to exist in 1949 because the Center needed the space.
Two years later the Macon Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs de
cided to work toward the development of library service for Negroes
in Macon.
These women drew up and had signed by members of the community,
a petition which they sent, along with a letter, to the Macon City
Council. The ietter was answered by a public hearing in which these
women voiced their opinions of the desperate need for a public library
for Negroes. After several petitions and visits to the City Council
word was received that the only holdback to public library service to
Negroes was the lack of a site. The old site of the Georgia Academy
for the Blind was now in the possession of the Bibb County Board of
Education. The Board of Education, retaining most of the grounds for
a playground, donated to the city for public library purposes this
building and remaining grounds. On November 3, 1953 dedication and
opening exercises were held for the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library,
operating as a branch of the Washington Memorial Library, but with
a separate librarian, budget, book collection, and Board of Trustees.1
Building
Location.-- The Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library is located
on Madison Street in Macon, Georgia. This area is residential and is
occupied predominantly by Negroes. It is on the local bus line leading
into the business and shopping areas of the city. It is also located
directly off a highway which leads into Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson
counties.
Description.-- A three story building, located on about a half
acre of land, houses the library. It sets about 30 feet from the street
with a landscape of flowers and shrubs, giving it a very home-like ap
pearance. An exhibit case, easily visible from the street, bears the
name of the library. The main entrance leads to the second floor.
Here are found the reading room, lavatories for the public and staff,
a work room, and the librarian’s office.
The reading room is divided into two sections, adult and
juvenile, with the circulation desk and the public catalog being
conveniently located between the two areas. The adult area, about
30 by 70 feet, contains six tables with eight chairs to each. Book
shelves are in the rear of the room. The periodical section has a
1lnterview with Mrs. Ruby J. Williams, President, Macon
Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs and Chairman, Board of Trustees,
Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library, August 13, 1959.
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very homey atmosphere created by four lounge chairs, a table, and
flowers. This area has three display boards about 48 by 54 inches
each. Lighting is provided by flourescent bulbs under the ceiling.
Natural light is also abundant, being provided by five windows, 48
by 72 inches, and about three feet apart.
The atmosphere of the juvenile area, approximately 20 by
35 feet, is adapted to juvenile taste with low chairs and tables and
nursery plaques. The book shelves are located on all four walls.
This area contains four tables and 30 chairs. There are two display
boards about 48 by 54 inches. Lighting provisions are the same as
the adult area with three windows providing natural light.
The workroom, 25 by 30 feet, is equipped with a cabinet
sink, work shelf, a stain and heat resistant table, a desk, a type
writer and stand, the shelf-list, chairs, a book truck, and materials
for mending an~1 processing. The librariads office, 8 by 10 feet in
size, ccontains a desk, two chairs, a file cabinet and a typewriter.
The first floor is comprised of six rooms, a lavatory, and a
hallway. The first room on the right at the entrance from the second
floor is used for meetings, movies, storytelling, and other activities.
The center room on the right is the office of the bookmobile unit
for the Bibb County Board of Education and the remaining room on the
right is used for periodical storage. On the left are also three
rooms; the center one is used for meetings of the trustee board. It
contains a round table and 10 chairs. The other two rooms at the
present time are empty and are not used for any purpose. The outside
entrance to the first floor is in the third room on the left and one
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enters from the side of the building. There is also a third floor of
six rooms which is not used.
Government and Administration
City support.-- Annual provision is made for the Amelia Hut
chings Memorial Library in the budget of the city of Macon. The
areas to be covered by the budget are designated: salaries, books,
magazines and newspapers, library supplies and miscellaneous ex
pense, fuel and lights, repairs and replacements, bindings, lawn up
keep and new equipment. Suggested budgets for each of these areas
are decided upon by the librarian in collaboration with the Negro
Board of Trustees and turned over to the City Council for approval
or revision.
Relationship to the regional system.-- The Middle Georgia
Regional Library incorporating Bibb, Twiggs, Jones, and Wilkinson
counties, supplements the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library’s book
and magazine collection. The money for the materials is based on
the statistics of the preceeding year’s circulation and registered
borrowers. The regional director, who is also the librarian of the
Washington Memorial Library, serves as an advisor to the librarian
of the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library. All books, periodicals,
and recordings must be approved by the regional director before the
purchase is made.’
1lnterview with Herbert Tuggle, Librarian, Amelia Hutchings
Memorial Library, July 7, 1959.
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Board of Trustees.-- Members of the Hutchings Board of Trus
tees are appointed by the mayor. The length of time a member serves
seems to be governed by no particular rule. There has been only one
formal appointment of members and there has been no reorganization of
the Board since the opening date of the library. The duties of the
Board of Trustees are: the employing and discharging of personnel,
passing rules and regulations for the control of the library to
gether with the librarian, and acting in a supervisory capacity. All
purchase orders, bills, and statements must be signed by the Chairman
of the Board before they are presented to the purchasing Department
of Macon. The Board is also responsible for aiding the librarian in
making his budget requests.1
The Board consists of eight members. The five men are: one
high school principal, two high school teachers, and two ministers and
the three women include one county school supervisor and two house
wives who are residents of Bibb County. Mrs. Ruby J. Williams, a
housewife and president of the Macon Federation of Colored Women’s
Clubs, is the chairman of the Board.
The Board, scheduled to meet the second Thursday in each
month, is at the present confined to call meetings. About four
Board members usually attend the meetings which usually last about
one pour and a half.
Budget.-- Money allocated to the &itchings Library for its
1lnterview with Mrs. Ruby J. Williams, op. cit.
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annual operation is administered by the office of the city comptroller
of Macon. All purchases are made through the city’s purchasing de
partment, with the exception~of books and magazines which are supplied
by the regional library and minor purchases for which a refund is
made upon presentation of receipts. The petty cash, collected
through fines for overdue materials, supplements the budget for some
minor purchases. Utility bills are also paid through the purchasing
department. Money left in the budget at the end of the year is not
carried over to the next year.1 Budget allocations for 1959 were as
follows: $5,600 for salaries, $2,500 for books, magazines and news
papers, $800 for library supplies, $1,000 for fuel and lights, $400
for repairs and replacements, $150 for binding, $100 for lawn upkeep,
and no allotment for new equipment. During the previous year $300




Selection and gualifications.-- It is the aim of the Board
to select as librarian a person with a master’s degree in library
service, a resident in or near the vicinity, and within its judge
ment one with the personality and character fitting for public work.3
1lbid
2Budget of the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library, Macon,
Georgia, November, 1958. (Mimeographed).
3lnterview with Mrs. R. J. Williams, op. cit.
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Due to the sparsity of librarians as well as money for salaries the
Board has found it possible only once to get a person with these
qualities.
Definition of duties.-- At the present time there are four
members of the staff of the library: a librarian, an assistant li
brarian, a clerical helper, and a custodian. The operation of the
library and the assignment of duties to other staff members is left
to the discernment of the librarian.1
The clerical helper has done undergraduate study at Wayne
University in Detroit, Michigan and Howard University in Washington,
D.C. She has worked previously as a student library assistant. Her
duties include: the mechanical preparation of the books and periodicals
and circulation work. She also has the job of developing and managing
the picture file. During the summer months she is in charge of the
children’s vacation reading club.
The assistant librarian is a high school graduate. Having
maintained her position since 1953 her duties are to: classify and
catalog books, assist in circulation and reference work, handle inter-
library loans, file, type, and mend. She also has charge of the
teen-age reading club.
The librarian is in the process of completing his studies at
Morehouse College and in the meanwhile has had some formal training
in librarianship on the undergraduate level. He is in charge of the




director and the Board. His job is to carry out the policies and
decisions of the Board as they effect clientele and employees,
determine internal policies and procedures, select books and other
materials, and assign duties. He also works with children and
conducts Saturday morning story hours. He is spokesman for the staff
to the Board. He answers mail iequests, assists at the circulation
desk, helps in cataloging, and handles publicity.
Salaries and welfare benefits.-- Leaves, vacations, retirement,
and salaries of the personnel of the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library
are governed by the same principles as those involving other city em
ployees. Regular employees receive two weeks annually as leave in
case of personal illne~s or death in the immediate family. Weekly or
part-time workers received one calendar week.
The vacation period consists of not less than ten days annually
for the regular employees after one year of work. In case of termi
nation of employment payment is made for unused vacation time. Part-
time employees receive vacation with pay in proportion to the number
of days employed. Special leaves or leaves without pay are granted
for travel and education. Retirement compensation is provided city
employees of Macon through social security and the 1956 City Pension
Act of Macon.
Service
The Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library has no written statement
‘Macon. “Bulletin for Employees” (City of Macon, n.d. )
(Mmmeographed).
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of objectives. The program, however, embraces several activities for
the purpose of inducing reading and the use of audio-visual materials
for learning and recreation. The library is open from 12:00 noon
until 8:00 in the evening, Monday through Friday and from 10:00 A.M.
until 6:00 P.M. on Saturdays.
Provision for use of materials.-- The length of time for
which materials are loaned depends upon the division into which they
fall. Adult books are circulated for a period of 14 days and may be
renewed once, unless there is a special demand for the book, in which
case the circulation period is shortened. Juvenile books are circu
lated for a period of seven days with renewal privileges. For the
reference collection there are no privileges for use off the premises.
Current periodicals are circulated for a three day period without re
newal privileges. Recordings are loaned for a seven-day period and
cannot be renewed.
Guidance program.-- Instruments of guidance used are: displays
prepared monthly with the intention of creating a desire to read,
personal consultation upon request, and the sponsoring and co-spon
soring of planned activities. Such activities include: The Readers’
Circle, a story hour, The Debuteen Literary Club, and in the summer,
the Vacation Reading Club.
The Readers’ Circle was originated in 1957 and is co-sponsored
by the Macon Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs and the library. It
meets twice a month. Usually between 25 and 30 women attend. They
are for the most part retired or housewives. The group concerns itself
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with book reviews, book discussions, poetry reading and discussion,
or the planning of an activity that would include other members of
the community and the library. Some of its outside programs have
included three public book reviews, a tea celebrating an anniversary
observance of the library, and a book fair featuring books on gar
dening and the home. Staff members are invited to meet with the
group but they seldom do so.
The Story Hour, sponsored by the library, meets every Saturday
morning. From 10 to 20 children spend an hour listening to stories
told by the librarian, viewing movies, or playing games which are also
directed by the librarian. These children are also often given an
opportunity to express themselves as they read or tell stories to the
group.
The Debuteen Literary Club is sponsored by the library for co
ed teen-agers. Its purpose is to arouse interest in reading and to
develop an appreciation for books. This group meets every Friday after
noon. The members give book talks, view films, and listen to recordings.
The club, under the guidance of the assistant librarian, has a member
ship of 20 and a usual attendance of between 10 and 15 young people.
The Vacation Reading Club is a summer feature sponsored for
10 weeks by the library for the purpose of developing good reading
habits in youngsters between the ages of six and 12. The clerical
assistant keeps a record of each book that is read by each boy and girl.
Nineteen children participated in this program during the summer of
1959. Each child is allowed to take home as many books as he wishes
and upon returning these books the clerical assistant listens to the
p.
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child’s discussion of them. At the end of the ten-week period a
program is held at which time the two children reading the largest
number of books are honored.’
Participation in community activities.-— Participation in
community activities is to some extent a continuation of the library’s
guidance program. From time to time community social clubs n~et at
the library. Usually this is for a special occasion or by request or
invitation. Often there are members of these clubs that have never
been to the library and it is hoped that these meetings at the library
will serve as a~i introduction to these persons and an inspiration to
others. Library attendance, although included in the regular library
statistics, is not recorded in a way that a distinction can be made
between use by special groups and other statistics on attendance.2
Materials
Selection policies.-— At the present time the librarian uses
no written policy to guide him in the selection to new materials.
First consideration, however, is given to books on subjects frequently
requested, best sellers, and those considered by the librarian as
being serviceable.
~Interview with Herbert Tuggle, op. cit., July 7, 1959.
3lbid.
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Discarding is carried on as a continuous process and is also
guided by no written policy. As the librarian feels the necessity
he discards books, bearing in mind date, usefulness, and deterioration.
Ordering and cataloging of materials.-- The ordering of books
and magazines is done through two agencies, The State Library Division
of the Department of Education and the city. Twice a year, in April
and September, books are ordered through the State Department of
Education and at irregular intervals through the city.1
Books ordered through the State Department of Education are
sent to the regional director’s office and orders placed through the
city are shipped directly to the library. All processing is done at
the Hutchings Library. Books are classified by the Dewey System with
the juvenile collection being distinguished by the use of “J”. Re
cordings are classified according to speed and then by accession num
bers. The following headings have been chosen for recordings:
classical, documentary, folk-i~usic, musicals and the film, opera,
popular, the spoken word, religious, rock and roll, spirituals,
technical and special, and jazz.
The library does not maintain a film collection. All films
are borrowed from the Georgia State Board of Education. An annual fee
of $10.00 is paid for the use of these audio-visual materials. There
is no limit to the amount that may be borrowed and the loan period is
for 14 days.
Book collection.-- The book collection of the Amelia Hutchings
1lbid.
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Memorial Library totals 5,719, of which 1,829 or 31.98 per cent are
juvenile. One thousand forty-six or 57.19 per cent of the juvenile
collection is fiction. Among juvenile non-fiction books the areas of
history, travel, and biography are the most heavily represented. They
consist of 224 or 12.25 per cent of the collection. One hundred nine
teen or 6.51 per cent are classified as social sciences; 142 or 7.76
per cent are classified as pure science; and the remaining books in
the other subject divisions number less than 100 each (see Table 13).
The largest subject area of the adult non-fiction is social
science which includes 457 or 11.75 per cent of the collection. There
are 349 or 8.97 per cent of the adult collection classified as applied
science; 379 or 9.72 per cent as history, travel, and biography; and
the remaining subjects are represented by less than 151 books each
(see Table 13).
The record collection became an addition to the library in
1957 and at the present totals 367, of which 49 are juvenile. The
jazz area constitutes the major portion of the record collection with
114 or 33 per cent of the total.
The library subscribes to three daily newspapers: The Macon
Telegraph, The Atlanta Constitution, and the Atlanta Daily World.
Three weeklies include the Pittsburgh Courier, the Chicago Defender,
and the Sunday edition of the New York Times. The magazine collection
of 88 subscriptions embraces subjects as fashion, news, science,
ga.rdening, health, fiction, and others. Thirty-eight of these are
bound while others are maintained for at least a year and then dis
carded. Of the 88 periodicals 23 are for children. The Readers’
TABLE 13
BOOK COLLECTION, JUNE, 1959
Classification Juvenile Adult Total
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
General Works 7 .38 60 1.54 67 1.17
Philosophy and Psychology ... ... 103 2.65 103 1.78
Religion 49 2.68 192 4.94 241 4.22
Social Science 119 6.51 457 11.75 576 10.08
Linguistics 8 .44 64 1.65 72 1.27
Pure Science 142 7.76 151 3.88 293 5.12
Applied Science 84 4.59 349 8.97 433 7.57
Arts and Recreation 99 5.41 209 5.39 308 5.39
Literature 51 2.79 253 6.50 304 5.32
History, Biography, and Travel 1,224 12.25 379 9.72 603 10.54
Fiction - 1,046 57.19 1,673 43.01 2,719 47.54
1,829 5,719Total 100.00 3,890 100.00 100.00
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Guide is also available.
Clippings, as a source of current available materials, are
very meager. The collection consists of less than 100 items and they
are limited mostly to the subject of Negroes. The collection is not
classified and is mainly used by the staff for displays.
Use of the Library
Registered borrowers.-- In 1959 there were 3,373 listed
borrowers at the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library of which 2,540 or
75.3 per cent were juvenile. There has been no revision of this list
since 1953 and many of these borrowers are known to be inactive. Since
1954 there has been a decline in the number of new registrations but
it is noted that there has been a proportional increase of adult mem
bers as compared to children. Table 14 gives a partial picture of the
growth of membership.
Of the 835 adults registered 204 or 23.2 per cent are in the
teaching profession. There are 65 or 7.8 per cent federally employed,
47 or 5.7 per cent are housewives, 10 or 1.2 per cent are brickmasons,
24 or 2.8 per cent are ministers, 23 or 2.6 per cent are students, 14
or 1.7 per cent are insurance agents and underwriters, and 20 or 2.3
per cent are beauticians. Other vocational areas represented are
either unknown or less than one per cent of the adults registered.
The great majority of registered borrowers live in Bibb County
and mostly in Macon. In fact there are only 55 registrants who live
in the other counties of the library region.
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Attendance.-- According to the daily statistics the greater
part of the attendance was juvenile until 1959. The 1953-54 annual
report shows 13,492 juveniles had attended the library as compared
to 3,281 adults. The 1955 attendance report shows 13,928 juveniles
and 3,575 adults. This was an average daily attendance of 57.02.
The 1956 attendance report shows 10,133 juveniles and 3~575 adults
which was an average daily attendance of 44.65, a slight decrease
from the preceeding year. Daily statistics for 1959 show for the
first six months that 3,337 adults and 6,482 juveniles attended the
library which indicates a definite increase in adult patronage. This
trend may be accounted for by the fact that the adult groups which
meet at the library are included in the figures for daily attendance.
Circulation.-- Juvenile books are circulated in greater
volume than adult. Of the 2,115 books circulated to juveniles from
January through June, 1959, nearly half or 48.6 per cent of them were
fiction. Pure science held second place among juveniles being, 10.5
per cent. Among the least circulated to this group during this per
iod were those of geography and general works.
Fiction also circulated in greater volume among adults than
non-fictiun. Among adult non-fiction books the social sciences held
the greatest percentage of 19.7 in circulation. Georgraphy and travel
were circulated least.
TABLE 14
REGISTERED BORROWERS FROM NOVEMBER, 1953 TO 1959
Year Juvenile Adult Total
November, 1953—1954 1,340 166 1,506
1955 270 79 349
1956 182 117 299
1957 and 1958 669 421 1,090
January-June, 1959 79 52 131
Total 2,540 835 3,375
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Summary
The Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library is a branch of the
Macon public library system cooperatively operating with the Middle
Georgia Regional system for the purpose of providing public library
service for Negro citizens of Macon and Bibb, Jones, Twiggs, and
Wilkinson counties.
The beginning of public library service in Macon was in 1923
when the Washington Memorial Library was opened to the white Macon
public. In 1928 a branch was opened for Negro citizens. Not having
a permanent site it was housed in three locations before being closed
in 1949 for lack of space at the Booker T. Washington Center where it
was then located.
Realizing the need for a public library the Macon Federation
of Colored Women’s Clubs worked with the City Council and mayor of
Macon. After several petitions and letters the Amelia Hutchings Me
morial Library was opened November 3, 1953 operating with a full-time
librarian and a separate board of Negro trustees.
Now in a permanent building it has adult and juvenile reading
areas, an equipped work room, lavatories for the staff and public, an
office for the librarian, a periodical storage room, two extra rooms
for meetings and activities, and a plenty of room for expansion if the
need should occur.
Annual provision is made for the operation of the library in
the budget of the city of Macon. Being a branch and serving Bibb,
Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson counties it also receives an annual
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supplement of books and magazines from the Middle Georgia Regional
Library.
The members of the staff are chosen by the Board. The operation
of the library is under the supervision of the librarian who has as his
immediate advisor the Board of Trustees. Dispersing of duties to staff
members is left to his discernment. Salaries, leaves, vacations, and
retirement plans are governed by the regular plan for city of Macon
employees.
The library is operated for public use from 12:00 noon until
8:00 P.M., Monday through Friday and from 10:00 A.M. until 6:00 P.M.
on Saturdays. Materials are circulated as follows: adult books for
14 days, juvenile books for seven days, current magazines for three
days, recordings for seven days, and reference materials for room use
only.
The guidance program of the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library
includes displays, personal consultation, and activities including these
clubs: The Debuteen Literary Club, The Readers’ Circle, the Story Hour,
and the Vacation Reading Club. All of these activities have the pur
pose of creating interest in books and related materials.
Books and magazines are ordered through two sources, the city
and the state. All other materials are ordered through the city. The
book collection totals 5,719 of which 38.98 per cent are juvenile and
the record collection totals 367. There are six newspapers and 80
periodicals in the branch.
The greater percentage of library usage is by children although
there tends to be a definite rise of adult patronage. In 1959
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registered borrowers totaled 3,373 of which 75.3 per cent were juve
nile. There is almost no patronage, from Jones, Twiggs, Wilkinson,
and Twiggs counties. By and large the people who use this library
live in the city of Macon.
CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library was designed to serve
the city of Macon, Georgia and Bibb, Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson
counties. In this study the community was introduced, the history of
the library was traced, and the present status of the library was
described from the standpoint of government and administration, per
sonnel, services, materials, and physical features.
This central Georgia library region is mainly agricultural
and its major products are peaches, pimiento peppers, cotton, and
peanuts. It has some industries: pulpwood, textiles, kaolin, brick
and tile, and food processing and packing.
Two daily newspapers are published in this area, The Macon
Telegraph and The Macon News. The weekly papers are: The Macon Mirror,
Jones County News, Twiggs County New Era, Wilkinson County News and
the Bulletin.
The bi-racial public educational system of the area includes
42 schools for whites and only 30 or 71.4 per cent are accredited by
the.state or the Southern Association or both. Provided for Negroes
are 23 schools and only seven or 30.4 per cent are accredited. Out




Correspondingly the educational level in the community is
very low with the average grade completed, from a possible inferior
school, among non-white adults being 4.7. Facilities for education
are reportedly improved; however, absenteeism continues high.
This region, a itajor agricultural center, suffers from poor
economic conditions with the average income, in 1950, for non-whites
being $764. A high percentage of the Negro population are laborers,
domestic workers, and others involved in other occupations requiring
long hours of hard work with low wages. These conditions are also
reflected by poor housing and sanitation.
Public, social and cultural facilities are only known to be
in Bibb County. Most people and especially children in outlying areas
who are dependent upon their parents for transportation find it dif
ficult to travel long distances in order to enjoy these facilities.
The first public library in Macon was opened in 1923 to the
white Macon public. In 1928 a branch in rented quarters was established
for Negroes. Between 1928 and 1949 this branch was moved three times.
The facilities, collection, and services were extremely poor and in
1949 the service was discontinued. In 1953 the branch was reopened
in a permanent location. Even though this was originally designed as
a branch of the Macon public library system its administrative frame
work consisted of a special book collection, budget, and a Board of
Trustees separate from that of the main library.
The Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library is located in a pre
dominantly Negro residential area, convenient to a local bus line and
directly off a highway leading into Jones, Twiggs, and Wilkinson counties.
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It occupies a three story building on about a half acre of land. This
property was formerly the site of the Negro division of the Georgia
Academy ofor the Blind. The reading area, work room, librarian’s
office, and lavatories are located on the second floor which is also
the main entrance to the building. Located on the first floor are
a periodical storage room, the office of the bookmobile unit of the
Bibb County Board of Education, a meeting room for the Board, an
activity room, a lavatory, and two vacant rooms. The third floor
which has six rooms is not used.
The American Library Association has set up certain standards
that it considers basic for the successful operation of a public li
brary. In comparing these recommended standards for physical facil
ities, the Amelia Hutchings Library was found to be satisfactory with
outside lighting, exterior exhibit space, and stations for staff mem
bers which are conveniently located to users and easily accessible to
the workroom. Rooms, service points, and collections are also well
identified. There are separate rooms for meetings or viewing and
listening by groups or individuals. The attractive building is con
veniently located for nearby residen s and for persons in outlying
districts
In looking at the standards recommended for government and
administration it was found that the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library
has some peculiar characteristics. The library is municipally operated
and receives state supplements. It is under the direct supervision of
1American Library Association, op. cit., pp. 56-61.
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a Negro Board of Trustees which is responsible to the local govern
ment. The members of the Board are chosen by the mayor of Macon but
there are no provisions for staggered terms or retirement of officers
and members of the Board, to insure the replacement of inactive or
uninterested persons. The irregularity of meetings and poor attendance
at them indicate that the mayor might need some expert help and advice
about his selections. The librarian and Board cooperatively decide
upon policies affecting the library whereas the actual operation is
left to the librarian. Annual financial requests, $16,000 for 1959,
are made by the Bdard, but little change, however, has ever been made
in the budget. A total of $10,550 was received in 1959. The obtain
ing of personnel for the branch is left to the discretion of the
Board but material acquisitions often require the signature of the
regional director. There seems to be no enforced regulation about
reporting on the part of the branch librarian. The records of the
library’s attendance, activities, circulation, budget, and general
status were found to be incomplete.1
The American Library Association suggests that at least one-
third of the staff members be professionally trained.2 Because of
the sparsity of librarians and the unattractive salary that the
Amelia Hutchings branch offers, it has been able to hire only one
professional librarian and she served from November, 1953 until No




but has had some training in librarianship on the undergraduate
level, is continuing his studies during summers. As it is now, he
works under the professional guidance of the regional director. The
clerical worker has had some college study and the assistant librarian
has earned a high school diploma. These are the people who are di
rectly engaged in the promotion and development of library service
to 54,000 Negroes.
The library, such as it is, is probably open to the public
long enough, from noon until 8:00 P.M. through the week and from 10:00
A.M. until 6:00 P.M. on Saturdays. It would certainly offer more
accommodating hours if it would stay open until 9:00 P.M. in order to
give working people more time to spend in the library. Some attempts
are being made by the branch librarian to stimulate more adult use of
the library. On a small scale these groups have co-sponsored, with
the library, a few activities for the general public’s benefit and
participation.1
Materials acquisition and the disposal of the same, according
to the American Library Association, should be done in the light of a
written statement of policy, reflecting library purposes, guiding such.
This policy should provide for the needs and interests of the people
(including those who come regularly and those who do not), opposing
views on controversial issues, the systematic removal of materials
to insure good content expression and format. The Amelia Hutchings
1lbid., p. 25.
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Library has no written objectives concerning book selection. The
librarian relies on best sellers and the frequency of r~quests from
clients to help guide him in this area•. In this respect he also re
ceives guidance from the regional director.1
The book collection of the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library
totals 5,719 which is about a tenth of a book per person for the pop
ulation that the library is provided to serve, and about one book per
registered borrower. The American Library Association suggests from
three to 10 volumes per capita for population of 15 years and over
from 10 to 30 volumes per capita for children. The largest division
of each collection, juvenile and adult, is fiction.2 The record
collection totals 367 with 114 or 33 per cent being jazz. Only three
daily newspapers are in the library and all are Georgia publications.
In 1959 there were 3,373 listed borrowers which represented
only 6.1 per cent of the Negro population in this area and 2,540 or
75..3 per cent of these were juvenile. Of the 835 adults registered,
204 or 23.4 per cent are in the teaching profession. Other vocations
representing more than one per cent of the registered adults are:
brickmasons, ministers, insurance agents and underwriters, and beau
ticians. These are the hiher salaried Negroes of the community.
Housewives and students are also represented by one per cent or more.
Most of the borrowers are residents of Macon and a few live in Bibb




borrowers actually use the library. The registration files have not
been weeded since 1953.
Attendance and circulation reports show that the greater usage
of the library is by the children. The average yearly attendance for
children from 1953 to 1958 was 472.2 as compared to 156.6 adults.
Nearly half of the books circulated among children are fiction. From
January to June, 1959, of the 2,115 books circulated, 48.6 per cent
were fiction as compared to the next highest group, pure science, with
10.5 per cent. Among adult books circulated, fiction again ranks high
est in volume. The next highest percentage among adult books cir
culated is in the area of the social sciences.
The branch library does not have a program of cooperating
with the schools in the community. The only special activities for
children is a weekly story hour, a vacation reading club during the
summer months, and a teen-age reading club. Cooperation with the
schools could play a major role in the growth and development of the
library. In that the majority of the patrons are juvenile, special
attention could be given these young people to insure maintaining
the interest that they have and the creation of new interests for
the adults of tomorrow.
The only aspect of the Amelia Hutchings Memorial Library that
seems to be of a satisfactory quality is its building. In other cate
gories there are great weaknesses which at the present time seem most
discouraging. The administrative planning and development of the
Amelia Hutchings Memorial Branch lacks the basic qualities which
would tend to make for good library service.
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The cost, in terms of dollars and cents, to successfully
operate a separate branch system for Negroes who constitute 39.1 per
cent of the population is far beyond the tax paying ability of the
region. One might say that the Amelia Hutchings Branch just “goes
through the motions” of offering service to the Negro public. This
Negro branch as an administrative unit should be abolished and in
corporated only as a service unit of this four-county system to
serve all patrons. Currently only a few Negroes of the city of
‘Macon and a very few who live in Bibb County benefit from the poor
services of this branch. The Negroes of the rural and rural non-
farm areas are actually not being served and no attempts are being
made to better this. It is impossible for the Amelia Hutchings
Memorial Library to function as a regional library with a staff which
is not only far too small but also ill prepared. The inadequate bud
get and the weak, limited materials collection also substantiate a
cenclusion that the Amelia Hutchings Library is sorely in need of
serious reorganization on the administrative level.
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